We compute the expectation value of the Wilson line in the AdS 3 Chern-Simons gravity theory and also the entanglement entropy in the boundary theory. Because the boundary theory with a quantum correction is not described by CFT, the entanglement entropy is supposed to deviate due to the new quantum correction. By comparing the results on both ends, we show that the Wilson line provides the equivalent description to the boundary entanglement entropy. This comparison leads to a concrete example of the AdS/non-CFT correspondence from the building of "minimum surface=entanglement entropy".
Introduction
The holographic principle states that physical degrees of freedom in quantum gravity theory is fully encoded by the boundary [1] . Because Einstein gravity theory [2] loses renormalizability, a direct study in quantum gravity theory is not easy. The holographic principle provides the boundary perspective to study quantum gravity theory. In this direction, the most well-studied is the Anti-de Sitter/ Conformal Field Theory (AdS/CFT) correspondence [3] .
The AdS/CFT correspondence was motivated and conjectured by the ultraviolet complete theory, string theory. Therefore, this conjecture is quite realizable. The AdS black hole solution [4] also provides an application to condensed matter systems [5] . A new application of the AdS/CFT correspondence is the equivalence between entanglement entropy of CFT [6] and the codimension-two minimum surface at a given time slice in the AdS background [7] . The replica trick [8] is the most general method for computing entanglement entropy, but it is still hard to obtain an exact solution. The holographic method [9] provides usefulness to studying entanglement entropy in strongly coupled CFT [10] . The proposal becomes more realizable by using the replica trick in the bulk gravity theory to reach the same conclusion [11] . Because the entanglement entropy needs to be defined by the decomposition, the gravity and gauge theories should suffer from the non-gauge invariant cutting. Nevertheless, borrowing the von Neumann algebra gives an interpretation for doing a partial trace operation without breaking the gauge symmetry in each sub-region [12] . Hence this holographic study gives a concretely useful application to the AdS/CFT correspondence.
What people are mostly interested in the holographic principle is pure Einstein gravity theory. Nevertheless, people cannot probe a quantum region due to the well-known issue, renormalizability. Nowadays, the closest route is the AdS 3 Einstein gravity theory [13] , defined by a gauge theory [14] , not by a metric formulation. The gauge formulation is the SL(2) Chern-Simons gravity theory [14] . This theory can be quantized and is renormalizable [15] . The gauge formulation is equivalent to the metric formulation only up to the classical level [16] . Two formulations are not equivalent exactly. This gauge formulation [17] is also interesting for the simple extension of higher spins [18] with a unified study from the SL(M) groups [19] . fluctuation, a direct derivation of the boundary theory is possible. The original derivation points to CFT 2 , the Liouville theory [20] . This theory does not have a normalizable vacuum. It contradicts a known truth. This contradiction goes away after one found two-dimensional Schwarzian theory [21] . This boundary theory breaks conformal symmetry in a quantum regime.
The Wilson line [22] provides the universal contribution [23] to the holographic entanglement entropy at the classical level [24] . The central question that we would like to address in this letter is the following: What is the quantum deformation of the minimum surface? Since the minimum surface is only defined at the classical level, we would like to study the quantum deformation using the computable gauge formulation.
We precisely compute [25] entanglement entropy for one-interval using the n-sheet partition function [26] . We then show that the bulk operator, Wilson line, is exactly dual to the boundary entanglement entropy. We provide the quantum deformation of the minimum surface [27] from the Wilson line with the dual of entanglement entropy [28] . This operator correspondence also realizes a concrete example of AdS/non-CFT correspondence.
SL(2) Chern-Simons Gravity Theory
The action of the SL(2) Chern-Simons gravity theory is given by [14] 
in which we assume that the boundary conditions of the gauge fields A andĀ are:
The cosmological constant is denoted by Λ, and the three-dimensional gravitational constant is denoted by G 3 . The gauge fields are defined by the vielbein e µ and spin connection ω µ :
in which the Lie algebra indices are labeled by a, and the indices are raised or lowered by η ≡ diag(−1, 1, 1). The spacetime indices are labeled by µ and ν. This bulk terms in this theory are equivalent to the Chern-Simons theory up to a boundary term. The measure in this gravitation theory is DADĀ.
The SL(2)×SL(2) generators are given by the followings:
(
The generators satisfy the algebra:
The AdS 3 geometry is ds 2 3 = −(r 2 + 1)dt 2 + dr 2 /(r 2 + 1) + r 2 dθ 2 , in which the ranges of coordinates are defined by that −∞ < t < ∞, 0 < r < ∞, and 0 < θ ≤ 2π. We also choose the unit Λ = −1. The metric is defined by the vielbein g µν ≡ 2·Tr(e µ e ν ).
We take the solution (F rθ = 0) into the action, and use the asymptotic boundary condition to get:
which are fixed by the metric of AdS boundary. Using the SL(2) transformations:
we obtain the boundary conditions:
, which eventually give the boundary theory, two-dimensional Schwarzian theory [21] ,
where
The measure is dF dF 1/(∂ θ F ∂ θF ) .
Entanglement Entropy in the Two-Dimensional Schwarzian Theory
We first write down the boundary theory on the sphere manifold [21] and then compute the n-sheet partition function to obtain the entanglement entropy for one-interval, which shows the difference from the CFT 2 .
Boundary Effective Action on the Sphere Manifold
The bulk Euclidean AdS 3 metric can be asymptotically written as ds 2 3a = r 2 ds 2 s +dr 2 /r 2 , where ds 2 s = dψ 2 + sin 2 ψdθ 2 , 0 ≤ ψ < π, and 0 ≤ θ < 2π. The ψ is the Euclidean time defined by ψ ≡ it. The line element ds 2 s is for the unit sphere. The asymptotic behaviors of the gauge fields for the Lorentzian AdS 3 metric are:
where E + ≡ E θ + E t and E − ≡ E θ − E t are the boundary zweibein. Then we can find the below boundary condition by replacing r → rE ± θ :
. For the sphere manifold, we have E ψ = dψ and E θ = sin ψdθ. Because we did the Wick rotation, we use the following coordinates:
The boundary gauge-field in the Lorentzian manifold satisfies the conditions:
the AdS 3 gravitation action with the spherical asymptotic boundary is [21] S GS
Then we use the conditions λ 2 ∂ θ F = 2E + θ r andλ 2 ∂ θF = 2E − θ r to obtain the boundary effective action on the sphere manifold [21] 
From the field redefinition: F ≡ F/E + θ andF ≡F /E − θ , the gravitation action on the sphere manifold becomes [21] :
in which we used F ≡ tan(φ/2) andF ≡ tan(φ/2). When we take the scale transformation on the the boundary zweibein, this theory is invariant. Therefore, we can use the scale transformation to compute the entanglement entropy as in CFT.
Entanglement Entropy for One-Interval
Now we want to compute the Rényi entropy S n ≡ (ln Z n − n ln Z 1 )/(1 − n) from the replica trick [8] on the θ-direction, where Z n is the n-sheet partition function, and Z 1 is same as the partition function. Because we only consider the computation up to the one-loop correction, we obtain that the partition function is a product of the classical partition-function (Z c ) and the one-loop partition-function (Z q ) Z n = Z n,c · Z n,q . When we take the logarithmic on the n-sheet partition function, we obtain ln Z n = ln Z n,c + ln Z n,q . Hence we can treat the classical and one-loop partitionfunctions separately in the computation of the Rényi entropy. Our motivation is to compare the entanglement entropy to the expectation value of the Wilson line. Therefore, we will take the limit n → 1 in the Rényi entropy to obtain the entanglement entropy. Now we compute the Z n on the sphere manifold, and then the result corresponds to the entanglement entropy for one-interval.
We first perform the coordinate transformation to get ds 2 s = sech 2 (y)(dy 2 + dθ 2 ), in which we used sech y = sin ψ. In the n-sheet manifold, the range of the θ is 0 < θ ≤ 2πn. The periodicity of this theory with respect to the θ is 2πn. When we do the computation, we need to regularize the range of the y-direction. The range of the y-direction is − ln(L/ǫ) < y ≤ ln(L/ǫ). The periodicity of this theory with respect to the y is 4 ln(L/ǫ) because we assume the Dirichlet boundary condition in the y-direction. The L is the length of an interval, and ǫ is the cut-off on the ending point of the interval.
Finally, we identify the sphere from the torus to determine the complex structure τ n on the sphere. The coordinates of torus z ≡ (θ + iy)/n satisfy the identification: z ∼ z + 2π and z ∼ z + 2πτ n . The boundary condition of the fields, φ andφ is given by φ(y/n, θ/n+2π) = φ(y/n, θ/n)+2π, φ y/n+2π·Im(τ n ), θ/n+2π·Re(τ n ) = φ(y/n, θ/n), φ(y/n, θ/n + 2π) =φ(y/n, θ/n) + 2π, andφ y/n + 2π · Im(τ n ), θ/n + 2π · Re(τ n ) = φ(y/n, θ/n). Therefore, we can quickly find that the complex structure on the sphere is τ n = 2i/(nπ) ln(L/ǫ). The fields on the sphere can be expanded from the way:
and τ = nτ n . Because this theory has the SL(2) redundancy, the variables have the constraints: ǫ j,k = 0 andǭ j,k = 0 when j = −1, 0, 1. To compute the partition function on the sphere, we need to do the Wick rotation t = −iψ, and then the derivative becomes:
and the gravitation action becomes
Substituting the saddle-points into the action, we obtain S GS = − c/(6n) ln(L/ǫ), where c = 6k is the central charge of the CFT 2 [23] . Therefore, we obtain ln Z n,c = c/(6n) ln(L/ǫ). The Rényi entropy from the saddle-points is given by:
When we take n → 1, we obtain S 1,c = (c/3) ln(L/ǫ). Now we consider the perturbation ǫ(y, θ) to obtain the one-loop effect. Because the φ-part andφ-part are the same, we can only consider the field φ to obtain the one-loop correction in the Rényi entropy. The expansion from the ǫ in the gravitation action for the φ-part is k 4π
where∂ ≡ (−i∂ y + ∂ θ )/2. Therefore, we obtain
Now we use the following useful equationψ(1 − x) −ψ(x) = π cot(πx), in which the digamma function is defined byψ
Therefore, we obtain:
Hence we get
Then we do the re-summation for the above series:
By using the regularization
we obtain:
After integrating out the τ , we obtain:
where · · · is independent of the τ . The above series is convergent for the Im(τ ) > 0. When we take the limit L/ǫ → ∞, we obtain ln Z n,q = 13/(3n) ln(L/ǫ). The Rényi entropy for the one-loop correction is: S n,q = ln Z n,q − n ln Z 1,q /(1 − n) = 13(n + 1)/(3n) ln(L/ǫ). Therefore, we obtain the Rényi entropy S n = (c + 26)(n + 1)/(6n) ln(L/ǫ) and the entanglement entropy S EE = (c + 26)/3 ln(L/ǫ).
Wilson Line
The entanglement entropy in the two-dimensional Schwarzian theory gives the conformal deviation from the quantum correction. Here we want to obtain a bulk description of the entanglement entropy. Since the Wilson lines [24] W (P, Q) ≡ Tr P exp
can provide the entanglement entropy in the CFT 2 , we begin from this operator to study. The P denotes the path-ordering, P and Q are the two-ending points of the Wilson lines at a time slice. Here the trace operation acts on the representation.
We extend the Wilson line to the following form [22] W
where U is an SL(2) element, P is its conjugate momentum, √ 2c 2 ≡ c(1 − n)/6, and the covariant derivative is defined as that:
A solution of the equations of motion is that [22] : A = g −1 ag + g −1 dg, g = exp(L 1 z) exp(ρL 0 ); A = −ḡ −1 aḡ −ḡ −1 dḡ,ḡ = exp(L −1z ) exp(−ρL 0 ), where the gauge field is given as a = c 2 /2 · (1/k) · (dz/z − dz/z)L 0 . The SL(2) algebra is defined by that: [L j , L k ] = (j − k)L j+k , j, k = 0, ±1; Tr(L 2 0 ) = 1/2, Tr(L −1 L 1 ) = −1, and the traces of other bilinears vanish. Here we choose z ≡ r exp(iΦ) andz ≡ r exp(−iΦ). Then the spacetime interval is ds 2 3 = dρ 2 + exp(2ρ)(dr 2 + n 2 r 2 dΦ 2 ) [22] . This solution corresponds to U(s) = 1, P (s) = √ 2c 2 L 0 with the curve z(s) = 0 and ρ(s) = s. Hence we find that including the Wilson line directly gives the n-sheet geometry [22] . When this geometry approaches the boundary, it is the n-sheet cylinder (dt 2 + n 2 dΦ 2 ) up to a scale transformation by using r ≡ exp(t).
Let us then consider the quantum correction of the Wilson line. Since we should choose the smooth fluctuation, we still obtain the two-dimensional Schwarzian theory by integrating out the time-component gauge fields. The n-sheet geometry can be used in the smooth region. Hence computing the Wilson line W R in the Chern-Simons gravity theory is equivalent to computing the Z n /Z n 1 in the two-dimensional Schwarzian theory. In other words, the entanglement entropy is [22] S EE = lim
where W R is the expectation value of the Wilson line. Substituting the classical solution of the two-dimensional Schwarzian theory into the Wilson line, it provides the entanglement entropy of CFT 2 [24] , which implies that the Wilson line can be seen as the geodesic line at the on-shell level. Moreover, the equivalence between the Wilson line and the entanglement entropy is exact, which is not only restricted to the one-loop order. Hence the Wilson line can be seen as the appropriate operator to provide one equivalent description of the minimum surface even at the quantum level.
Outlook
The Wilson line was used in the AdS 3 Einstein gravity theory for obtaining the entanglement entropy of CFT 2 [8] at the classical level [22, 24] . It will be promoted to an operator at a quantum level. We first computed the entanglement entropy in the boundary theory, two-dimensional Schwarzian theory [21] , and this leads to the contribution of the non-CFT. Then we used the Wilson line to obtain the bulk description for the boundary entanglement entropy. This shows that the Wilson line is a suitable operator providing an equivalent description of the minimum surface in the usual correspondence of "minimum surface=entanglement entropy". We realized a concrete example of AdS/non-CFT correspondence, and the holographic method [22] could be applied to non-CFT without a modification. The CFT is very restricted in the real world. Hence the validity of non-CFT extends the applicability of the holographic principle like quantum chromodynamics and condensed matter systems.
